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Abstract: Hyperspectral sensing, measuring reflectance over visible to shortwave infrared
wavelengths, has enabled the classification and mapping of vegetation at a range of taxonomic
scales, often down to the species level. Classification with hyperspectral measurements, acquired by
narrow band spectroradiometers or imaging sensors, has generally required some form of spectral
feature selection to reduce the dimensionality of the data to a level suitable for the construction of a
classification model. Despite the large number of hyperspectral plant classification studies, an in-depth
review of feature selection methods and resultant waveband selections has not yet been performed.
Here, we present a review of the last 22 years of hyperspectral vegetation classification literature
that evaluates the overall waveband selection frequency, waveband selection frequency variation by
taxonomic, structural, or functional group, and the influence of feature selection choice by comparing
such methods as stepwise discriminant analysis (SDA), support vector machines (SVM), and random
forests (RF). This review determined that all characteristics of hyperspectral plant studies influence
the wavebands selected for classification. This includes the taxonomic, structural, and functional
groups of the target samples, the methods, and scale at which hyperspectral measurements are
recorded, as well as the feature selection method used. Furthermore, these influences do not appear
to be consistent. Moreover, the considerable variability in waveband selection caused by the feature
selectors effectively masks the analysis of any variability between studies related to plant groupings.
Additionally, questions are raised about the suitability of SDA as a feature selection method, with it
producing waveband selections at odds with the other feature selectors. Caution is recommended
when choosing a feature selector for hyperspectral plant classification: We recommend multiple
methods being performed. The resultant sets of selected spectral features can either be evaluated
individually by multiple classification models or combined as an ensemble for evaluation by a single
classifier. Additionally, we suggest caution when relying upon waveband recommendations from the
literature to guide waveband selections or classifications for new plant discrimination applications,
as such recommendations appear to be weakly generalizable between studies.
Keywords: hyperspectral; spectra; vegetation; plant; classification; discrimination; feature selection;
waveband selection; support vector machine; random forest
1. Introduction
The classification of reflectance spectra to determine broad plant type or species has been
explored increasingly over the past two decades. This has been driven by the increased availability of
hyperspectral sensing from imaging spectrometers and field spectroradiometers, and increasing need
from environmental conservation, agriculture, and forestry groups [1]. High classification accuracies,
particularly at fine taxonomic units such as species, or even clones for grapevine varieties [2], has in
some cases been enabled by hyperspectral observation [3]. Hyperspectral measurements have been
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used to classify a variety of plant types including annual gramineous weeds [4], food crops [5], arid zone
shrubs [6], and montane/sub-alpine trees [7], growing in equally varied environments, including
tropical wetlands [8], urban streetscapes [9], savanna plains [10], and alpine forests [11]. Due to the
scale required to map and monitor the world’s vegetation, fast, generalizable, and objective methods
that provide results, that can be quickly and easily shared and analysed, are required. Hyperspectral
imagery and data can fulfil these requirements, producing digital measurements that can be easily
shared and quickly analysed with semi-automated procedures in a repeatable and objective manner.
However, the potential generalisability of classification models has yet to be fully evaluated.
Hyperspectral measurements consist of numerous, finely spaced, contiguous measurements
(wavebands) providing considerably more information about targets than broadband multispectral
observations. These advantages come at the cost of high dimensionality and large data volumes.
Hyperspectral instruments record radiance within the range of 350 to 2500 nm of the electromagnetic
spectrum, with bandwidths often between 1 and 10 nm. The number of wavebands per observation
varies from hundreds to thousands. Training a classification model with such large numbers of
spectral features generally requires a large sample size. However, since the collection of samples for
hyperspectral studies is onerous, with high costs for imagery and arduous fieldwork for gathering field
measurements, sample sizes tend to be small. Data of this high dimensionality is prone to the Hughes
phenomenon, also known as the curse of dimensionality, whereby an increasing number of features
originally aids in improving classification, before the addition of more features decreases performance
as noise and sparsity of the feature space increases [12]. This problem is exacerbated by small sample
sizes [13].
In order to overcome this the ratio between sample size and data dimensionality must be improved.
In this review, we focus on reducing dimensionality via feature selection, though methods of artificially
increasing sample size through data augmentation, semi-supervised classification, and active learning
can aid in countering the curse of dimensionality [14–16]. Hyperspectral measurements tend to include
noisy or redundant features, with high levels of collinearity between wavebands. The elimination of
collinearity can substantially improve classification efforts and is in fact a requirement of parametric
statistical methods that assume the independence of all variables [17,18]. Additionally, feature selection
inherently reveals the spectral regions that offer the greatest discriminatory power for a set of samples.
Long held associations between specific spectral regions or individual wavebands and biophysical or
biochemical foliar traits [19] have often guided researchers in the selection of features to differentiate
species or plant types. The overall aim of this review is to assess these assumptions in light of the
evidence from 22 years of hyperspectral plant studies.
Review Scope and Approach
Here, we address some important questions that motivate much hyperspectral plant research.
Do the taxonomic, structural, or functional characteristics of plant types or species influence the spectral
regions that are most important to classification, or are particular spectral regions consistently selected
across a diversity of plant or ecological types? A review of selected features from the hyperspectral
literature could identify best practices for feature selection methods, as well as detect wave-regions of
high-utility, those that best generalize across taxonomic or ecological boundaries.
The search for literature spanned two decades, from January 1996 to December 2018, focusing on
peer reviewed journals in the English language. Search was performed with Google Scholar using
combinations of the keywords, namely Hyperspectral, Spectra, Vegetation, Plant, Tree, Species, Identi*,
Discriminat*, Classif*, Map, Feature Select*, Waveband, Band, UAV, Drone. In order to be included, a study
must have performed a feature selection technique on hyperspectral vegetation data with an aim to
classify plant samples.
Many studies fulfilled the initial requirement, but did not report selected wavebands with sufficient
specificity, and therefore could not be included. Here, we present waveband selections derived from
38 hyperspectral vegetation classification studies. When applicable, studies that included multiple
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feature selection techniques were broken into sub-studies, increasing the total number of reviewed
studies to 61 (Tables 1 and 2). These included studies are from a wide variety of scales (leaf, branch,
and canopy), recording methods (lab, field, aerial, satellite), taxonomic units, and bandwidths.
Additionally, a dataset was synthesised from hyperspectral measurements of 22 species of
New Zealand plants collected as field spectra from four locations on the North island [20,21].
This dataset was used to examine how study design (number of classes, number of samples, included
species, and feature selection method) influenced waveband selection. This was performed with
the aim of determining which elements of the study design most contributed to variation seen in
selected wavebands.
The remainder of this paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 provides a meta-analysis
of the selected wavebands, broken down by spectral region. Section 3 identifies and describes feature
selection techniques from these studies, and where possible, highlights their effects on waveband
selection. Section 4 examines study design influence on waveband selection, while Sections 5 and 6
present a discussion of the results and conclusions.
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Table 1. Overview of Visible/Near Infra-red (VIS/NIR) studies included in this review.
References Wavelengths/Bandwidths Classes Pre-Processing Feature SelectionMethod
No. Bands
Selected Accuracy %
Study Context and Spatial Scale or
Resolution
[22] 350–1025 nm, 3 nm 12 Band depth Segmented PCA 12 77.0 Successional plant communities fromcanopy field spectra
[23] 454–950 nm, 4 nm 8 Smoothing SDA 14 91.4 Mangrove forest field canopy spectra
[23] 454–950 nm, 4 nm 8 Smoothing CFS 23 92.3 Mangrove forest field canopy spectra
[23] 454–950 nm, 4 nm 8 Smoothing SPA 23 93.1 Mangrove forest field canopy spectra
[10] 384.8–1054.3 nm, 9.23 nm 10 SAM BandSelector Addon 31 53.0
Savanna tree species from airborne
imagery (1.12 m)




43 74.1 Alpine tree species and 2 non-speciesclasses, airborne imagery (1 m)




7 96.2 Varied plant species from lableaf spectra
[25] 400–1000 nm, 10 nm 5 PCA, SDA,Manual selection 7 ~91.4
Crop and weed species from field
imagery (1.25 m)
[26] 400–900 nm, 2.6 nm 25 Smoothing HierarchicalClustering 13 89.0
Sub-tropical tree species from lab
leaf spectra
[27] 475–900 nm, 1 nm 22 Forward FeatureSelection 8 43.0
Herbaceous wetland species from
field leaf spectra
[28] 325–1075 nm, 2 nm 6 Smoothing SDA 6 92.0 Mangrove forest field canopy spectra
[28] 325–1075 nm, 2 nm 6 Smoothing, CR SDA 17 93.6 Mangrove forest field canopy spectra
[6] 400–900 nm, 1.4 nm 8 PCA, DiscriminantAnalysis 13 57.0
Arid zone plant groups from field
leaf spectra
[29] 384.8–1054.3, 9.23 nm 9 Random Forest,Gini Index 8 80.3
Savanna tree species from airborne
imagery (1.3 m)
[29] 384.8–1054.3, 9.23 nm 9 Continuumremoved
Random Forest,
Gini Index 9 ~79.0
Savanna tree species from airborne
imagery (1.3 m)
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Table 1. Cont.
References Wavelengths/Bandwidths Classes Pre-Processing Feature SelectionMethod
No. Bands
Selected Accuracy %
Study Context and Spatial Scale or
Resolution
[30] 393–900 nm, 2.2 nm 6 PLSDA VIP score 78 88.8 Forestry species from airborneimagery (2.4 m)
[31] 400–800 nm, 3 nm 3 Two Sample T-test 5 69.1 Seagrass species field canopy spectra
[31] 400–800 nm, 3 nm 3 Normalized Two Sample T-test 5 66.0 Seagrass species field canopy spectra
[31] 400–800 nm, 3 nm 3 Normalized 1
st
Derivative Two Sample T-test 5 71.1 Seagrass species field canopy spectra
[31] 400–800 nm, 3 nm 3 Normalized 2
nd
Derivative
Two Sample T-test 5 73.2 Seagrass species field canopy spectra
[31] 400–800 nm, 3 nm 3 1st Derivative Two Sample T-test 5 69.1 Seagrass species field canopy spectra
[31] 400–800 nm, 3 nm 3 2nd Derivative Two Sample T-test 5 67.0 Seagrass species field canopy spectra




53 77.0 European forest trees species fromairborne imagery (1.6 m)
Abbreviations: PCA = Principal Component Analysis, SDA = Stepwise Discriminant Analysis, CFS = Correlation-based Feature Selection, SPA = Successive Progressions Algorithm,
SAM = Spectral Angle Mapper, PLS-DA = Partial Least Squares – Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA), VIP = Variable Importance Projection.
Table 2. Overview of Visible/Shortwave Infra-red (VIS/SWIR) studies included in this review.
References Wavelengths/Bandwidths Classes Pre-processing Feature SelectionMethod Bands Accuracy %
Study Context and Spatial Scale
or Resolution
[32] 350–2500 nm @ 3, 10 nm 4 ANOVA, CART 8 97.4 Wetland species from fieldcanopy spectra
[33] 350–2500 nm @ 3, 10 nm 4 Resampled Random Forest 10 90.5 Wetland species from fieldcanopy spectra
[9] 385–2450 nm @ 9.6 nm 29 Forward FeatureSelection 7 79.2
Urban street tree species from
airborne imagery (3.7 m)
[34] 427–2355 nm @ 10 nm 4 PCA 15 86.3 Agricultural crops, Hyperion (30m)
[35] 350–2500 nm @ 10nm 6 Resampled ANOVA, LDA 26 77.0 Mangrove species leaf scale
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Table 2. Cont.
References Wavelengths/Bandwidths Classes Pre-processing Feature SelectionMethod Bands Accuracy %
Study Context and Spatial Scale
or Resolution
[36] 400–2500 nm @ 16 nm 16 Best-First SearchAlgorithm 21 ~69.5
Temperate forest ecotopes from
airborne imagery (4 m)
[36] 400–2500 nm @ 16 nm 16 Random Forest 21 ~69.5 Temperate forest ecotopes fromairborne imagery (4 m)
[37] 350–2350 nm @ 1 nm 14 ANOVA (TukeyHSD), CART 17 98.0
Rice genotypes from
canopy spectra
[38] 400–2500 nm @ 10 nm 7 Resampled SDA 12 70.4 Eucalypt forest species from lableaf spectra
[38] 400–2500 nm @ 10 nm 7 Resampled,1st Derivative SDA 13 72.4
Eucalypt forest species from lab
leaf spectra
[4] 350–2500 nm @ 1.4, 2 nm 7 PCA 8 84.3 Cabbage crops and weed speciesfrom field canopy spectra





Giant Reed and coexisting
vegetation from field canopy
spectra




30 ~70.0 Tropical tree species from airborneimagery (1 m)
[41] 400–2350 nm @ 10 nm 6 ContinuumRemoved SDA 29 82.3
Himalayan forest species from
satellite imagery (30 m)
[42] 429–2400 nm @ 2 nm 11 SDA 40 ~98.0 Canadian forest tree species fromlab leaf spectra
[42] 429–2400 nm @ 2 nm 11 1st Derivative SDA 40 ~98.0 Canadian forest tree species fromlab leaf spectra
[42] 429–2400 nm @ 2 nm 11 2nd Derivative SDA 40 ~98.0
Canadian forest tree species from
lab leaf spectra
[5] 426.5–2355 nm @ 10 nm 5 LS-means, SDA,PCA, LL-R2 29 90.2
Crop species from satellite imagery
(30 m)
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Table 2. Cont.
References Wavelengths/Bandwidths Classes Pre-processing Feature SelectionMethod Bands Accuracy %
Study Context and Spatial Scale
or Resolution
[5] 426.5–2355 nm @ 10 nm 5 Resampled LS-means, SDA,PCA, LL-R2 21 92.0
Crop species from canopy
field spectra
[43] 415–2340 nm @ 10 nm 5 SDA 25 100 Amazon tree species from satelliteimagery (30 m)
[43] 415–2340 nm @ 10 nm 5 SDA 25 100 Amazon tree species from satelliteimagery (30 m)
[8] 400–2400 nm @ 5 nm 46 Smoothing,Normalization PCA 20 82.6
Tropical wetland species from field
leaf spectra
[8] 400–2400 nm @ 5 nm 46 Smoothing,Normalization
Mann-Whitney
U-test 21 86.8
Tropical wetland species from field
leaf spectra
[8] 400–2400 nm @ 5 nm 46 Smoothing,Normalization ANOVA 23 83.4
Tropical wetland species from field
leaf spectra
[8] 400–2400 nm @ 5 nm 46 Smoothing,Normalization SVM 20 87.1
Tropical wetland species from field
leaf spectra
[8] 400–2400 nm @ 5 nm 46 Smoothing,Normalization Random Forest 20 86.1
Tropical wetland species from field
leaf spectra
[8] 400–2400 nm @ 5 nm 46 Smoothing,Normalization Random Forest (a) 20 84.8
Tropical wetland species from field
leaf spectra
[44] 413–2440 nm @ 0.6, 11 nm 6 PCA 40 87.0







6 - Saltmarsh vegetation types fromfield canopy spectra
[46] 350–2500 nm @ 3, 10 nm 7 ANOVA – posthoc Tukey-Kramer 9 94.7
Australian forest species from lab
leaf spectra
[47] 390–2360 nm @ 10 nm 4 Resampled PCA, LL-R
2, SDA,
DGVI
22 97.0 Crops and savanna cover typesfrom field canopy spectra
[48] 350–2350 nm @ 10 nm 8 SDA 20 95.0 Crop types from field canopyspectra
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Table 2. Cont.
References Wavelengths/Bandwidths Classes Pre-processing Feature SelectionMethod Bands Accuracy %
Study Context and Spatial Scale
or Resolution
[49] 350–2500 nm @ 3, 10 nm 16 Genetic Algorithm 4 ~80.0 Mangrove species from lableaf spectra
[50] 350–2500 nm @ 3, 10 nm 16 Genetic Algorithm (30*4) ~80.0 Mangrove species from lableaf spectra
[51] 400–2500 nm @ 10 nm 3 SDA 10 65.0 Pine tree species from airborneimagery (3.4 m)
[51] 400–2500 nm @ 10 nm 3 1st Derivative SDA 10 77.0 Pine tree species from airborneimagery (3.4 m)
[51] 400–2500 nm @ 10 nm 3 2nd Derivative SDA 10 72.
Pine tree species from airborne
imagery (3.4 m)
[52] 350–2500 nm @ 10 nm 3 Resampled ANOVA, LDA 15 90.0 Mangrove species from lableaf spectra
Abbreviations: ANOVA = Analysis of Variance, CART = Classification and Regression Tree, PCA = Principal Component Analysis, LDA = Linear Discriminant Analysis, SDA = Stepwise
Discriminant Analysis, LS-means = Least Squares means, LL-R2 = Lambda-Lambda R-Squared, SVM = Support Vector Machine, DGVI = Derivative Greenness Vegetation Indices.
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2. Meta-Analysis
The delineation of spectral regions in this review follows that of [3], as adapted from [53]. Imaging
and non-imaging hyperspectral instruments have different sampling intervals, so a direct comparison
of selected wavebands between studies is not possible. This was resolved by aggregating selected
wavebands into 50 nm bins based on their band centres (Figure 1). The design and presentation
of the binned wavelengths is adapted from [1] with adjustments. Additionally, the bin size of the
histogram has the benefit of grouping highly correlated and often redundant wavebands together,
reducing noise from the selection of correlated features from the analysis. The percentage of studies
that selected wavebands within each 50 nm region is presented in the histogram, giving the selection
rate for each 50-nm spectral region. The binned table and selection rate histogram (Figure 1) only give
an indication of the rate with which a spectral region was selected and do not include information on
the number of bands selected in each 50 nm bin, nor the determined importance of a selected band for
subject discrimination.
2.1. Spectral Range
Of the studies that met the rules for inclusion in this review, 38 used hyperspectral data spanning
most of the range 350–2500 nm. However, a number of studies utilised devices that recorded a more
restricted wavelength range between 350 and 1100 nm, generally from 400 to 800 nm or 1000 nm
(Table 2). These studies are presented separately as the absence of Shortwave Infra-red(SWIR),
and much of the Near Infra-red(NIR) has shown to have an influence on waveband selection for the
Visible (VIS) and partial NIR [54]. Although selection rates in the VIS/NIR studies appear similar to
those from broader wavelength hyperspectral studies there are some notable differences. The initial
peak in selection rates present in both sets is shifted towards shorter blue wavelengths, and a greater
importance of the red edge over the red minimum is evident for the VIS/NIR studies. However, the
overall pattern is the same with two peaks in the rate of selection at both the blue/green and red
reflectance minima, with yellow wavelength bands having the lowest selection rate, save for the
sub-400 nm bands that appear in a very limited number of studies. Although the VIS/NIR studies do
not cover the full NIR region, selection rates for the red edge and shorter wavelength NIR are closely
matched between both groups (Figure 1). The overall higher rates present in the VIS/NIR table results
from the smaller number of studies in that group, with selection rates tending to decrease as more
studies are added. Additionally, the relatively small number of studies included in the VIS/NIR group
prevents the analysis of specific subsets, such as canopy and leaf. The following discussion of selection
rates refers to VIS/SWIR studies (Table 1) and is generally applicable to the VIS/NIR studies, although
particular discussion of the VIS/NIR studies is included when required.
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Figure 1. Waveband selection binned at 50 nm intervals for the VIS/SWIR studies (3502500 nm) green,
VIS/NIR studies (350–1100 nm) blue. Orange filled cells represent waveband regions removed from a
study due to noise. Selection rate is the percentage of studies that selected a given 50 nm region for
species classification. Each row of the table is an individual study, with each column being a 50 nm range
bin. Green/blue shaded bins represent at least one waveband being selected from within that range,
while orange shaded bins represent removed wavelength regions (e.g. major water absorption regions).
Wavelength bins were only removed if the entire 50 nm region was removed due to noise/atmospheric
effects in that particular study.
2.2. Visible (VIS; 400–700 nm)
Primarily a region of low reflectance in living foliage, typically as low as 5%–10% with the exception
of the green peak at ~550 nm where reflectance can be more than twice that of surrounding wavelengths
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(Figure 2). Reflection in the visible wavelengths is dominated by absorptions from foliar pigments.
Differences in leaf pigments between species have been identified by many studies as important
factors for discrimination [39], despite variability in the VIS being generally low compared to longer
wavelengths [53,55]. Of the pigments, chlorophyll a and b have the strongest influence over absorption
in this region, followed by those of carotenoids and anthocyanins whose effects are predominantly
masked by that of chlorophyll. The visible region is one of the most influential regions for classification,
with the vast majority of studies in this review selecting bands from within it. The visible wavelengths
can be divided into three regions of high discriminatory value, spanning almost the entire visible range:
the blue/blue-green edge (400–499 nm), the green peak centred around 550 nm, and the red reflectance
minimum (650–700 nm) (Figure 2). Of these, the red reflectance minimum, specifically bands near 680 nm
has previously been identified as the most commonly selected and critical band centre for crop type
discrimination [56]. The continued selection of 680 nm, along with neighbouring bands in later studies
has validated the importance of this region amongst agricultural crop studies [5,25,47,48,57], as well as
for other vegetation types [10,17,18,26,27,29,30,46,58,59]. In addition to the obvious relationship with
chlorophyll, absorption in the red region has been related to anthocyanin content, a foliar pigment
responsible for the red colouration in leaves [60], particularly evident in juvenile leaves of certain
species [30].
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Figure 2. Example hyperspectral reflectance of 3 species of tree and key broad regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum (400–2400 nm).
The green region has the second highest selection rate amongst both the VIS and entire measured
spectrum (Figure 1). Wavebands selected in this region tend to be focused around the green reflectance
peak at approximately 550 nm, which is strongly correlated with chlorophyll content [61]. The green
peak, either manually chosen as a spectral variable as a representation of chlorophyll content or
selected via feature selection, has demonstrated importance in classifying species [9,30,42,62,63].
Additionally, absorption in wavebands within the green region adjacent to the reflectance peak is
associated with xanthophylls and anthocyanins. Xanthophyll pigments protect against photo-oxidation
of the photosynthesis reaction centres during high light conditions [64], resulting in short term changes
in reflectance at 531 nm. This band, along with 570 nm, makes up the photochemical reflectance
index [65]. Anthocyanins can be estimated by an index using anthocyanin’s absorption maximum near
550 nm, and a band from the red edge, usually 700 nm [66]. Although not necessarily associated with
these additional pigments, studies have selected bands along the leading edge of the green reflectance
peak between 500,550 nm [10].
Selection from the blue region (400–449 nm) has the third highest rate in the VIS region, though
the blue-green edge (450–499 nm) has an almost equal rate of selection to the green region (55.8%
and 58.8%, respectively). The importance of blue bands has been established for discriminating
within groups of conifers, and between conifers and broadleaf species [67,68], though its inclusion
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in approximately half of the studies, many of which include non-coniferous species, indicates its
importance in general for a wider range of vegetation types. Some of these non-coniferous studies
focused on the savanna ecosystem, where blue bands along with the red reflectance minimum and red
edge were informative [10,29]. Blue wavelengths are strongly influenced by chlorophyll absorption,
along with carotenoid absorption features present in the 450–499 nm region. Carotenoids have proven
important for the discrimination of senescent leaves, when the decay of chlorophyll and the diminishing
of the strong chlorophyll-absorption feature reveal the carotenoid absorption feature [18].
However, studies have noted that strong similarities between the visible reflectance of different
species can decrease the significance of VIS wavelengths for classification purposes. In one such study,
the NIR region was more informative for distinguishing species than the VIS, with spectral differences
in the VIS region being non-significant between species [69]. Additionally, in a study of tropical trees,
Rivard et al. [54] performed feature selection and classification on various datasets derived from
the same original spectra. One dataset included the wavelengths 350–2500 nm, another excluded
the VIS, while another excluded the SWIR. Although it was found that the full spectrum produced
greater overall classification accuracy, and both reduced datasets produced lower overall accuracies,
individual accuracies for certain species remained high. The classification model excluding the VIS
region maintained high accuracies for six out of 20 species, whereas the model excluding the SWIR
maintained high accuracies for five out 20 species. Although the importance of the VIS region has been
described by many authors and is clearly seen in the binned data, studies such as [54] demonstrate
that wavelength importance is dependent on the species included in the study.
2.3. Red Edge (680–780 nm)
The red edge encompasses the region from the red reflectance minimum around 680 nm to the
NIR shoulder at approximately 780 nm and indicates the sharp increase in reflectance from the VIS
to NIR regions associated with strong chlorophyll absorptions and internal leaf structure (Figure 2).
The inflection point of the slope in this region has been defined as the red edge position (REP) [70],
and its strong correlation with chlorophyll concentration has seen it used as an indicator of stress and
senescence in vegetation [71,72]. In the VIS-SWIR studies, the red edge region as represented by the
700–749 nm bin has the same rate of selection as the red minimum bin, whereas the VIS-NIR studies
have a slightly higher red edge rate than red minimum. However, as previously stated, the delineation
between the red minimum bin (650–699 nm) and the red edge bin (700–749 nm) means that bands
selected from the lower point of the red edge would be included in the red minimum bin, potentially
skewing red edge band selection rates.
The red edge region has been described as one of the most informative and frequently selected
regions in a number of studies, where the authors have attributed its importance to its correlation
with chlorophyll abundance, nitrogen concentration, water content, and structural features such as
leaf area index (LAI) [3,10,11,73]. Additionally, significant variation of the red edge region between
species has been documented after a first derivative transformation has been applied to the spectra [74].
The red edge has proven especially important in studies discriminating species with high levels of
chlorophyll and high LAI values such as the giant reed (Arundo donax), in which a distinctive “red shift”
is seen where the Red Edge Position (REP) is located at higher wavelengths [32,39]. This “red shift”
mirrors the “blue shift” of the REP where its position is shifted towards the shorter blue wavelengths
associated with a decrease in chlorophyll and used to monitor senescence or stress [75].
2.4. Near Infrared (NIR) (700–1327 nm)
The NIR is often defined to include wavelengths within the red edge region (680–780 nm) [42]:
As this region has been previously discussed, this section focusses on the NIR plateau (780–1327 nm).
The high reflectance of the plateau results from the scattering of photons within the leaf structure
due to a change in the refractive index from liquid water to air within the inter-cellular spaces [76].
Two minor water absorption features at ~980 nm and ~1200 nm are the only major features of the
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plateau. Along with water content, the depth and width of these absorptions can be influenced by
the spectral recording method. Canopy scale spectra tend to produce deeper and wider absorption
features compared to the leaf scale, at which absorption features can vary with leaf stack thickness [3].
High levels of intraspecific variability have been identified in the NIR and related to leaf age, water,
and chlorophyll concentration, as well as herbivory, necrosis, and epiphyll cover [3,38]. Wavebands
selected in studies reporting these high levels of intraspecific variation have generally been limited to
the water absorption features [11,38], although it has been suggested to avoid band selection from
within or near water absorption features due to this high level of within-class variability, specifically for
Eucalypts [46,77,78]. Despite this, [3] reported greater interspecific variability in the NIR, particularly
at the canopy scale, potentially related to species-specific photon scattering caused by differences in
canopy architecture, a result also reported by other studies [68,69]. However, it has been suggested
that the importance of the NIR and SWIR in [3] is linked to the time delay between leaf collection and
spectral measurement, causing a decrease in water content and affecting waveband importance [58].
Even when the high selection rate of the red edge is included, the average selection rate of the
NIR is close to half of that of the VIS, placing it third after the near SWIR. However, there are two
small peaks in the rate of selection within the NIR, in bins 950–999 and 1150–1199, both of which are
associated with water absorption features near 980 and 1200 nm. Despite having one of the lowest rates,
some studies have reported that bands in the NIR plateau are the most strongly discriminating [45,52].
2.5. Shortwave Infrared (SWIR) (1328–2500 nm)
Based on the binned results (Figure 1) the SWIR can be divided into two distinct regions, the near
SWIR (NSWIR) from 1350–1800 nm, including the strong water absorption feature at 1350–1450 nm,
and the far SWIR (FSWIR) from 1800–2500 nm, including another strong water absorption feature
from 1800–2000 nm. The wavebands associated with these water absorption features, that mark the
start of the SWIR and separate the near and far SWIR, are often removed from spectra due to high
levels of noise, as are the bands at the far end of the SWIR above 2400 nm. Selection rates within the
NSWIR are on average the second highest, primarily caused by high rates of selection at 1350–1450 and
1700–1750 nm. This initial high selection rate, spanning two consecutive bins, is associated with the
water absorption feature focused around 1400 nm. However, these bins are often removed in studies,
primarily when hyperspectral imagery is used due to increased noise that is not as prevalent in lab or
field spectra. Selection rates then drop in the mid-NSWIR bands before peaking again for the 1700–1750
nm bin, containing wavebands often associated with lignin, cellulose, tannins, and other biochemical
constituents of foliar and non-foliar plant matter [19,79]. The FSWIR has the lowest average band
selection rate, with its highest selection at bin 2250–2299 nm most likely associated with the weak
absorption features of cellulose and lignin present at 2270 nm [19,79].
As the selection results suggest, wavebands selected from the SWIR are reported in the literature
as being associated with water absorption [17,33,38,40,46–48,58] or the weak harmonic and overtone
absorptions from biochemicals such as lignin, starch, and cellulose [9,40,42,46–48,52,58,80]. However,
as described in regards to the NIR, the selection of bands in or near water absorption features may not
be suitable for classification in field or lab spectra, due to high levels of intraspecific variance [46,77].
Additionally, bands selected from leaf scale spectra in the two major water absorption features would
not be applicable to remotely sensed imagery as they coincide with low irradiance levels resulting from
atmospheric water absorption. The observation of higher selection rates in the NSWIR compared to the
FSWIR has previously been made with studies noting the importance of NSWIR bands and absence
of selection from the FSWIR [9,42], even when visual differences between species were apparent [52].
Possible reasons for this reduced selection of the FSWIR could be high levels of LAI or leaf water
content masking the biochemical features present in this region [81], or a high correlation between the
FSWIR, NSWIR, and VIS bands [9].
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2.6. Canopy and Leaf Scale Spectral Selection Rates
The red edge has been demonstrated as one of the most frequently selected regions (Figure 1),
though the remainder of the NIR (consisting of 12 bins from 750–1349 nm) has the second lowest
mean selection rate, only slightly higher than the FSWIR. As the literature has identified an increase
in importance of the NIR for canopy spectra, a comparison of band selection rates for each bin was
made between canopy and leaf scale spectral studies (Figure 3). Leaf spectra were defined as only
containing pure leaf reflectance, with canopy being primarily leaf spectra, though also containing
non-photosynthetic vegetation and potentially background reflectance. This comparison shows a
clear increase in selection rates for the NIR bins associated with water absorption features for the
canopy studies, and a related decrease amongst the leaf scale spectra. Differences are also apparent
in the visible regions, with a substantial increase in the selection of the leading edge of the green
peak, and a decrease in selection of the trailing edge of the green peak for leaf scale studies compared
to canopy level (Figure 3). This would indicate a blue-shift for green bands selected in leaf scale
spectra, and a red-shift of selected bands for canopy spectra. Differences in spectral reflectance for the
VIS region have been identified at different scales, with branch/canopy spectra including reflectance
characteristics from non-foliar sources, shadows and uneven lighting, as well as generally displaying
an increase in pigment absorption features [3,53]. Variation in selection rates is also evident in the
SWIR, most notably a broad region of increased selection for canopy spectra across four bins from 1950
to 2149 nm, and a sudden peak at 1800–1850 nm. The selection peaks of the canopy spectra correspond
to regions of water absorption which have demonstrated an increase in depth and width in canopy
studies. However, the disparity between canopy and leaf scale spectra is potentially exaggerated by
the fact that a majority of canopy studies eliminate these wavebands due to noise concerns, with the
remaining few studies selecting these wavebands as being discriminatory. Increased selection of the
broader region could also be related to water absorption, as well as structural components such as
lignin and cellulose, particularly from non-photosynthetic material in the canopy [3]. The NSWIR
however demonstrates the highest degree of conformity for a large region, covering nine bins from
1300–1750 nm.
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3. Feature Selection
Feature selection is implemented to select a subset of features to improve generalization and
computation requirements while preserving or improving classification accuracy. In this review, feature
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and waveband selection are used interchangeably. Feature selection techniques are generally divided
into three categories: filter, wrapper, and embedded methods. Filter methods are named as such as
they act as a pre-processing step that filters out irrelevant features. Filter methods are known to be
computationally fast and efficient, though they are generally outperformed by the other methods,
as well as not able to handle nonlinear relationships [82].
3.1. Filter Methods
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is a parametric statistical filter method to determine significant
differences between group means. Related to ANOVA is the non-parametric Mann-Whitney U-test,
and the Kruskal–Wallis test which extends the Mann–Whitney U-test for more than two groups [45].
Following initial dimensionality reduction by one of these methods a secondary feature selection
step to further reduce the number of selected features is used, such as Linear Discriminant Analysis
(LDA) [35,52], classification and regression trees (CART) [32,37,39], or the manual selection of known
influential bands [8,45,46]. This secondary selection step found important bands in the VIS and SWIR,
with a reduced selection of NIR bands [39,52]. However, the reverse was found by [32] where CART
secondary selection was restricted to NIR wavelengths. The remainder of the studies manually selected
bands that differentiated the greatest number of species pairs [8], or selected known influential bands
from the wavelengths that demonstrated high levels of pairwise group variance [45,46].
3.2. Wrapper Methods
Wrapper methods search for a subset of features that gives the best classification performance,
with the best performing subset being selected. Although generally considered to outperform filter
methods, wrappers are known to be computationally demanding and can suffer from overfitting [82].
Two of the studies reviewed implemented genetic algorithms (GA), in which wavebands are
encoded as genes that are subsequently grouped into chromosomes. These chromosomes are allowed to
evolve over many generations where their fitness, as determined by a classifier, controls their likelihood
to reproduce and pass their genes onto the next generation. Fitness of chromosomes is determined
each generation by a chosen classifier, and with the classification accuracy of each chromosome being
its fitness score, chromosomes with increased fitness are more likely to reproduce. Both studies used
the same dataset of lab measured tropical mangrove leaves [49,50]. The selection of bands differed
between the two studies, despite the use of the same dataset and feature selector, though methodologies
did differ. The variability of selected bands with similar classification performance seen between
these studies demonstrates that multiple band selections can perform classification equally well.
The ensemble of chromosomes used in [50] helped to identify key regions for discriminating target
species related to biophysical and biochemical aspects of the vegetation that may have been missed if a
study was reliant upon the first single chromosome to reach the stopping criterion. This is apparent
when comparing the bands selected in both studies, with [49] selecting no VIS bands, resulting in
the authors concluding that pigments were not significant for the discrimination of the target species.
However, the importance of the VIS, particularly the green region became apparent in [50] where 21
out of 120 total bands were selected from 513 ±19 nm.
Forward feature selection (FFS) is a wrapper method of feature selection that begins with a model
containing a single feature that best discriminates the classes, with new features iteratively added to
the model based on their ability to improve class discrimination [83]. FFS was implemented by [27]
in their comparison between floral and leaf spectra, however, only the results for leaf spectra are
discussed here. The leaf spectra within this study were constrained to 475–900 nm at 1 nm increments,
with only eight wavebands being selected. These bands came from narrow regions of the spectra,
occurring at 450–499 nm in the blue, and the red minimum and red edge from 650–749 nm. In a similar
spectral range of 402.9 to 989.1 nm of airborne collected spectra, a very different feature selection trend
was observed by [11] following the use of the FFS variant sequential floating feature selection (SFFS).
Wavebands were selected from across the entire reduced spectrum, with a notable gap in selection
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occurring in the NIR between 800 and 849 nm. Selection differences exhibited between these studies
could be related to the differences in target species, leaf or canopy scale spectra, or version of FFS
used. The only VIS-SWIR study in this review to use FFS applied it to AVIRIS imagery of urban street
trees [9]. However, feature selection was only performed to identify spectral regions responsible for
species separability, with all bands used for classification. These informative spectral regions matched
a number of known informative regions from the literature, such as water absorption in the NIR,
cellulose and lignin features in the SWIR, and bands associated with photosynthetic pigments in the
VIS. Interestingly however, the highly selected red minimum and red edge were not selected in this
study, along with the majority of the NIR.
3.3. Embedded Methods
Despite being described as a wrapper method in [8], recursive feature elimination with a support
vector machine (SVM-RFE) is considered to be an embedded method [84]. Embedded methods differ
from wrappers, as they do not treat the classifier as a black box, rather, features are selected using
information gained whilst training the classifier [85]. A claimed strength of SVM as a classifier is
its reported independence of the Hughes effect, or curse of dimensionality [86,87]. However, it has
been shown that SVM classifications can be affected by the Hughes effect and can benefit the from
dimensionality reduction of its inputs, especially when sample sizes are small [88].
In order to be used as a feature selection method, [8] implemented recursive feature elimination
(RFE) with a SVM, determining that from the original 401 bands the optimal number of features
to include for classification is 20, after 1–5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 were all evaluated. The 20 bands
selected demonstrated a number of trends that were not apparent in the other feature selection
methods implemented in the same study. Firstly, the bands formed four distinct contiguous clusters
at 520–530 nm, 745–775 nm, 1005–1030 nm, 2295–2305 nm, and then a final single band at 2345 nm.
Secondly, the wavelengths of certain selected bands were also unique amongst the methods used,
with SVM-RFE being the only method to select bands from the NIR plateau out of all feature selection
methods implemented in [8]. Additionally, being the only method to not select bands from the NSWIR.
Although not reported in a manner suitable for inclusion in Table 1, [17] also performed feature ranking
with a SVM. As with [8], [17] identified the optimal number of features to be between 15 and 20,
depending on the dataset, pre-processing, and feature selection methods used. Unlike [8], where the
SVM selected bands from distinct contiguous regions, [17] report the SVM selecting bands evenly
spread over the entire spectrum.
Random forest (RF) is an ensemble classification method, in which a number of decision tree
classifiers are trained from a sub-sample of the dataset, with their results combined via a voting system.
One third of samples are retained for validation purposes known as the out-of-bag (OOB) samples,
with the remaining in-the-bag samples being used to construct the decision tree [89].
Of the original 72 bands in [29] between 384.8 nm and 1054.3 nm, eight were selected for
classification via RF. Although no other feature selection method was implemented in this study,
a previous study by [10] performed feature selection with the spectral angle mapper (SAM) add-on
Selector using the same data. This resulted in the selection of a far greater 31 bands. Upon binning of
the bands at 50 nm, a clear difference in the selection methods are evident (Figure 1). The RF selected
bands of [29] are focused in the 400–550 nm region with a single band from the red edge at 706 nm,
whereas the SAM bands are focused along the red edge and NIR plateau between 650 and 950 nm,
with additional bands in the 350–450 and 1000–1050 nm regions.
As with the bands selected in [29], the RF selected bands in [36] fell within four bins in the VIS and
VNIR regions. However, in [29], band selection was focused on the green region with limited selection
apparent in the red and NIR plateau with the exception of a single band near the red edge inflection
point. This focus was seemingly switched in [36] with bands falling into the bins along the red edge
up to the NIR plateau shoulder, with the remaining bin occurring at the blue/green edge. The Chan
and Paelinckx study [36] also offers a comparison to an alternative feature selection method using the
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best-first search (BFS) algorithm as a wrapper. The band selection techniques differ greatly in the VIS
and VNIR regions with only the bins at 450–499 and 700–749 in common. However, band selection is
more similar at longer wavelengths where the majority of bands were selected by both methods.
The wavebands selected via RF in [8] are in direct opposition to those selected by RF in [36].
Selected bands in [36] mainly occurred along the red edge and NIR plateau shoulder, no band was
selected in this region by [8]. Instead, focus was placed on the green, yellow, and red regions of the VIS
wavelengths, an area completely ignored by [36] RF selector, though significant for their BFS selection.
Additionally, [8] provided the top 20 informative bands determined by a RF classifier using the full 201
waveband dataset. Although these two implementations of RF differed in selecting bands, the overall
trend was very similar, with high selection rates in the VIS, low in the NIR, and similar selection
throughout the SWIR.
Additionally, a study by [33] produced waveband selections similar to those in [8] with similar
results in the VIS with the exception of no selection in the early green (500–549 nm), and selection
of the red edge bin rather than the red minimum. The biggest difference between [33] and all other
RF studies is the reduced selection at longer wavelengths, although all studies essentially ignored
the NIR, [33] only selected two bands from the SWIR, both within the same NSWIR bin at the water
absorption feature near 1400–1449 nm.
3.4. Comparison of Stepwise Discriminant Analysis (SDA) with non-SDA Feature Selectors
Stepwise discriminant analysis is a filter method that selects a subset of features by attempting
to minimise within-class variation while simultaneously maximising between-class variation [90].
Although a number of metrics are available to determine class separability, Wilk’s lambda is by far
the most frequently used to enter and remove variables from the selection in a stepwise manner.
Some studies reported Wilk’s lambda approaching zero and becoming asymptotic, indicating near
perfect separation of classes [48]. Features selected after this point can be safely removed from the
model as they will not substantially increase classification accuracy. This normally resulted in the
selection of 10–20 wavebands [5,38,47,48,51].
SDA in general selects wavebands more uniformly across the spectrum than other methods,
though the greatest number of selected bands is still found in the VIS (Figure 4). The most significant
difference for selection rates is the increased importance of the NIR beyond the red edge. The NIR
demonstrates significant selection with the use of SDA in all bar a first derivative dataset from [51],
and [38], with the author of the latter suggesting high levels of intraspecific variance due to differences
in leaf maturity as the reason no bands were selected in this region.
Upon comparing the selection rates of SDA studies compared to non-SDA, a clear difference in
selection of NIR bands is apparent. As with the difference between canopy and leaf scale spectra,
the increased selection is focused around the NIR water absorption features (Figure 4). Additionally,
in the VIS, there is significantly higher selection for the blue, green, and red regions in SDA studies.
In order to determine if the spectral acquisition scale or feature selection technique had a greater
influence on band selection, the selection rates were further subset into canopy studies using SDA
and non-SDA feature selection, and leaf scale studies using SDA and non-SDA selection (Figure 5).
It is apparent that the feature selection method has a greater impact on band selection rates, with
SDA selecting from the NIR with far greater rates than the non-SDA methods in both canopy and
leaf scale studies. The non-SDA methods demonstrated minimal selection in the NIR beyond the red
edge for leaf scale spectra, with only a slight increase in selection for canopy spectra focused around
the water absorption wavelengths from 1150–1250 nm. The studies that did select from the NIR with
leaf scale samples via non-SDA methods stated that the selected bands represented differences in
internal reflectance for leaf scale spectra [50]. The blue and red shifts around the green peak for canopy
and leaf scale spectra are still evident once the data has been subset into SDA/non-SDA, although it
becomes apparent that the high rates of selection in many parts of the VIS is driven by the SDA studies.
However, the use of SDA does not explain the selection rates of the VIS for the reduced spectral domain
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VIS/NIR studies, as only a single study used SDA for feature selection, perhaps indicating an alternate
driving force. The red edge demonstrates its robustness to variations in measurement scale and band
selection technique as it was frequently selected for all study subsets, although slightly less frequently
for leaf scale spectra with non-SDA feature selection.
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Accordi g to [91], “Stepwise analytic methods may be among the most popular research practices
employed in both substantive and validity research”. Despite this statement being made in the late
1980s, the use of SDA in approximately a third of the studies included in this review demonstrates its
continued popularity, being by far the most used method encountered. However, the widespread use
of stepwise methods has prompted strong arguments against its usage [90,92–94], particularly when
utilised in a predictive discriminant analysis application such as feature selection for classification [95].
The studies that utilised SDA in this review made no mention of these criticisms and therefore no
direct attempt to mitigate them. Despite this, [25] did validate their model with 20 repetitions of 1000
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random samples, with the final feature subset being based on the selection rates of features across
the repetitions, the consideration of important features identified in the literature from [6] and [47],
as well as the results from principal component analysis (PCA). PCA is a mathematical transformation
used to produce uncorrelated features from the spectral features, reducing dimensionality whilst
retaining the most informative spectral data. Additionally, [47], and [5] included SDA as part of an
ensemble of feature selection methods, again determining the final feature subset based on the selection
rates of features across all methods within the ensemble. Although one of these ensemble methods
(Lambda– Lambda plots) allows for the identification and removal of correlated features, in both cases,
it was run in parallel to SDA with the removal of correlated features occurring after features had been
selected. The remaining studies reported no efforts to mitigate the concerns of using SDA for feature
selection [38,41–43,48,51].
It must be acknowledged that the sub-setting of reviewed studies into canopy and leaf scale, and
then into SDA and non-SDA, meant each class was only represented by a small number of samples
(~8 per class), though leaf-SDA was only represented by five studies extracted from two papers. As a
result of this, a few outliers are evident, such as the 100% selection in bin 1700–1749 nm, and the 100%
selection of the 500–549 nm bin, both associated with the low leaf-SDA sample size. Additionally,
the comparison of SDA to non-SDA may disguise selection biases of the non-SDA methods as they are
often only represented by one or two studies, with any bias they may exhibit being masked by the
selection rates of the other methods.
4. Study Design Influence
All aspects of a study design influence waveband selection. However, many of these aspects
may be outside the control or be heavily constrained for the researcher, such as target classes, number
of samples and collection method, though the researcher often has control over data pre-processing,
feature selection, and classification methods. Due to this, and the apparent influence of feature selectors
previously described, we focus on how the choice of feature selection method effects waveband selection.
In order to ascertain any influence feature selection may have over waveband selection, some of
the most common feature selection methods were applied to a synthesised dataset. A key requirement
for these experiments is the need for a dataset with many species with a large number of samples,
something generally lacking in vegetation hyperspectral data. To accomplish this, a hyperspectral
synthesis method was created [20] to allow for the creation of any number of samples from 22 species of
New Zealand plants. The synthesised dataset consisted of 500 samples per class with 540 wavebands
from 350–2450 nm at 3-nm bandwidths, excluding regions of high noise.
Hyperparameters for the feature selectors were tuned via a holdout dataset, with the parameters
that selected features resulting in the highest classification accuracy being used for all experiments
(Table 3). This is crucial to ensure that the only variables that could affect waveband selection were
constrained to either the feature selector (svm_*, sda_*,sffs_*,rf_*) or the dataset (*_0 . . . *_9).
Table 3. Software packages and hyperparameters for each feature selection method.
Feature Selector Software Package and Library Hyperpaprametes
SVM Python 3.6, scikit-learn v0.21.3 C = 100, class_weight = ‘balanced’, kernel = ‘linear’
SDA Python 3.6, milk v0.6.1 tolerance = 0.001, significance_in = 0.01,significance_out = 0.01, Metric = ‘Wilk’s Lambda’
SFFS R 3.6.1, varSel v0.1 Metric = “Jeffries-Matusita distance”, Strategy ="mean"
RF Python 3.6, scikit-learn v0.21.3 n_estimators = 100, criterion = ‘gini’, max_depth =None, min_samples_leaf = 1
Three experiments were devised. First, each feature selection method was performed on the same
dataset, cross-validated 10 times (eg. rf_0, rf_1 . . . rf_9), selecting the top 30 discriminative wavebands,
thus revealing any possible biases in waveband selection resulting from the choice of feature selection
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method (Figures 6 and 7). Secondly, feature selection was performed on datasets consisting of different
classes and samples to simulate many different studies, giving an idea if attributes of the samples
affect the wavebands being selected, which will impact generalizability and transferability. Variants of
this experiment were performed wherein the classes used remained the same as did the number of
samples, though actual samples were randomly selected. Additionally an experiment with the same
classes though with differing numbers of samples. Results for these variants did not significantly differ
and therefore aren’t shown here.
Each dataset produced significantly different waveband selections. This is especially evident in
Figure 6b were the histogram is ordered by feature selector, placing each repetition with a new dataset
next to each other. Here, it is clear the RF favours the red edge and NIR bands, essentially ignoring
the SWIR. SFFS demonstrated higher selection in the VIS, especially at shorter wavelengths, minimal
selection in the NIR, and medium selection in late SWIR. SDA and SVM are the most similar due to both
selecting broadly and relatively evenly along the entire spectrum. Dimensionality reduction techniques
offer a way to visualize the relationship between selection histograms (Figure 7). Due to their broad
general selection, SDA and SVM are grouped close to each other with SFFS and RF adjacent though
separate. Further, the histograms are clearly grouped by feature selection method rather than dataset,
indicating that feature selection method is a dominant factor affecting the selection of wavebands.
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transferability. Variants of this experiment w re perform d wh rein the classes used remained the 
same a  did the number of samples, though actual samples were ran omly selected. Additionally an 
exp riment with the same c ass s though with differi g num ers of samples. Results for hese 
var ants did not significantly differ and therefore aren’t shown here. 
Each dataset produced significantly ifferent waveban  selections. This is especially evident in 
Figur  6b were the histogram is ordered by feature selector, placing each repet tion wi h a n w 
d taset n xt to each other. H , it is clear the RF favours the red edge and NIR bands, essentially 
ignoring the SWIR. SFFS demonstrated higher selection in the VIS, especially at shorter wavelengths, 
minimal selection in the NIR, and medium s lection in late SWIR. SDA and SVM are the most similar 
due to bot  selecting broadly nd relatively evenly alon  the entire spectrum. Dimensionality 
reduction techniques offer a way to visualize the relationship between selection histo rams (Figure 
7). Due to their broad general selection, SDA and SVM are grouped close to each other with SFFS and 
RF adjacent though separate. Further, the histograms are clearly grouped by feature selection method 
rather than dataset, indicating that feature selection method is a dominant factor affecting the 
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5. Discussion
This review of hyperspectral vegetation classification literature has determined that every aspect
of a study can greatly influence selected wavebands and classification performance. However, despite
this, we have identified some important and consistent patterns that appear throughout the literature.
Visible wavelengths and their associations with photosynthetic pigments have played important
discriminatory roles in a wide range of studies, their high levels of selection clearly evident in
this review (Figure 1). Selection rates in the VIS showed only minor variations between VIS/SWIR
studies and the VIS/NIR (Figure 1), although the comparisons between canopy and leaf scale spectra
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demonstrated significant differences (Figure 3). The discriminatory value of the red edge has been well
documented with its close relationship to chlorophyll concentration and structural features. This is
reflected in the consistently high rates of selection of the red edge as well as the robustness of its
selection with only minor variation in magnitude between the comparisons. The inclusion of structural
features in canopy spectra can provide high levels of interspecific variation in the NIR, primarily in
the form of differences in albedo, rather than spectral shape [68]. However, selection rates from the
non-red edge NIR are low, with the selected bands generally being related to water absorption features
and potentially high levels of within-class variability. Additionally, the NIR has demonstrated the
greatest degree of variability between the canopy and leaf scale spectra studies. Wavebands selected in
the SWIR are associated with water absorption and non-photosynthetic biochemicals, with selection
rates heavily skewed towards the NSWIR over the FSWIR.
The reported importance of NIR bands [45,52] seems to be contentious, primarily being driven by
the use of a single feature selection technique. Comparisons between selection rates for the NIR with
and without the use of SDA as the feature selector are starkly contrasted, with the importance of NIR
being significantly higher with the use of SDA. The criticisms of SDA and stepwise methods in general
perhaps offer an answer to the selection biases presented in this review.
It is apparent that there is no single best feature selection method, with the same method
performing very differently within and between studies. This suggests that either multiple methods
should be applied to the data, or an ensemble of multiple methods may be the best practice, a conclusion
recognized by this review, and previously suggested by some studies [36]. Additionally, multiple
subsets of selected features have proven to discriminate species equally well [8], or alternatively,
no feature selection, with the original data outperforming feature selected subsets [7,9,36]. Additionally,
as computation power, dataset sizes, and machine learning techniques all increase, the need for feature
selection as a data reduction technique becomes less necessary.
6. Conclusions
This review has established that the variability in waveband selection seen between studies, driven
by study parameters beyond the characteristics of the target samples, prevents the determination of
generalizable, high utility spectral regions for specific taxonomic discrimination. Broad trends such as
the importance of VIS and red edge wavelengths are apparent, independent of plant groupings, though
in and of themselves they are not sufficiently specific for taxonomic discrimination. The possibility
of discriminatory spectral regions being associated with specific taxonomic, structural, or functional
groupings of plants is inconclusive due to the large degree of variability between studies. This is
further highlighted by the apparent dominance of feature selector choice over other parameters for
waveband selection (Figures 6 and 7). Building on this review, future works could investigate variance
in waveband selection caused by the hyperparameter choice of feature selectors, data preprocessing,
as well as the inclusion of vegetation indices.
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